
General Information on Beyond XAI Workshop 

 

 

We want to thank you for your participation. We are sure to have an exciting and remarkable 

experience by having all of you at the Georg-August University of Göttingen, University Medicine 

Göttingen (UMG) Campus (Robert-Koch-Str. 40, 37075 Göttingen) to learn and discuss Explainable AI in 

Biomedicine and Health Applications. 

As you already know, the program can be found at the following link: Enlight Workshop Beyond XAI 

(umg.eu); as well as information on hotels and how to achieve the UMG building by car or bus, as well 

a map showing the localities and rooms in which the Workshop will take place.  

Coffee, drinks, and snacks will be given during the coffee breaks (see program). A pause of 10 min 

between the main lectures block is planned and pauses at libido at the exercises block (the main point 

is to do the task on time in a relaxed atmosphere). The lunches will also be provided without cost in 

our canteen at UMG, in the same building where the workshop will take place. We will provide detailed 

information upon your arrival. 

You cannot achieve Göttingen directly by flight; Göttingen is a vibrant university city with a rich 

historical academic, and cultural heritage. Göttingen is the home and workplace of several Nobel prize 

winners, artists, and known scientists even before the Nobel Era. Its historical architecture is 

concentrated in the town center. In the north of the city, modern buildings for research create a citadel 

where the new generation of scientists works together.  

Several “big” cities near Göttingen can be achieved by flight, like Hannover, Berlin, and Frankfurt. From 

there, you can take an Intercity City Express train (ICE) and other trains (IC, RE), which differ from the 

ICEs’ velocity and comfort, reflecting the price differences to travel to Göttingen. If you have a student 

ID, you can receive special travel prices. Do not hesitate to ask travel agencies or information centers 

before buying your tickets for mobility. The trains are managed by the German company “German 

Railway” or Deutsche Bahn: Cheap Train Tickets | Timetables for Germany & Europe - Deutsche Bahn 

Inside the city, you can rent a roller, a bike, walk or use the bus. The UMG is easily achievable from 

every point of the town. 

We are happy to welcome you from 17th to 21st July in Göttigen. 

Good travel! 

 

Best regards, 

 

Beyond XAI Organizers. 

 

https://medizininformatik.umg.eu/studium-lehre/enlight-workshop-beyond-xai/
https://medizininformatik.umg.eu/studium-lehre/enlight-workshop-beyond-xai/
https://www.bahn.com/en

